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Abstract

The increasing lengths of documents in full�text collections encourages renewed interest in the ranking
and retrieval of document passages� Past research showed that evidence from passages can improve
retrieval results� but it also raised questions about how passages are de�ned� how they can be ranked
e�ciently� and what is their proper role in long� structured documents�
This paper reports on experiments with passages in INQUERY� a probabilistic information retrieval
system� Experiments were conducted with passages based on paragraphs� and with passages based
on text windows of various sizes� Experimental results are given for three homogeneous and two
heterogeneous document collections� ranging in size from three megabytes to two gigabytes�

To appear in Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and

Development in Information Retrieval� July� ���	� Dublin� Ireland�

� Introduction

It is sometimes better to apply retrieval algorithms to portions of a document text than to all of the
text� If each portion of text� or passage� is ranked� an interface can quickly direct a user to the relevant
information in a document ���� ���� Whether this feature is necessary or merely helpful was unclear from
research using short and medium length documents� Recent work using long documents with complex
internal structure suggests that passage	level evidence is an important part of document retrieval ��
� ���
��� �� ���
Long documents� documents with complex structure� and even short documents summarizing many

subjects� are a challenge for algorithms that do not distinguish where in a document the text matches
a query� If the algorithm cannot distinguish a few matches scattered across a document from a dense
region of matches� it may have di�culty retrieving long documents and newswire �news summaries��
One can view information retrieval as a task of retrieving passages instead of documents ����� During

indexing� a document is divided into passages� perhaps with links maintained between its components�
and each passage is stored as if it were a distinct entity ��� ��� This approach has the advantage of
simplicity� because no new algorithms are necessary� However� it creates a problem of how to recognize
a small portion of relevant text that spans two passages ����� It may also be unsuitable for very long
queries� because chances are lower that short passages can match many of the query terms�
Information retrieval can also be viewed as a task of retrieving documents that have a hierarchical

internal structure ��
� ��� For example� documents may contain sections� paragraphs and sentences�
Each element of the document structure is a source of evidence that can be used in retrieval� Document	
level matches are global evidence� while sentence	level matches are very local� Combining evidence from
di�erent levels of a document�s structure may provide more accurate retrieval than will evidence from
any single level ��
��
The types of passages explored by researchers can be grouped into three classes� discourse� semantic�

and window� Discourse passages are based upon textual discourse units �e�g� sentences� paragraphs and
sections�� Semantic passages are based upon the subject or content of the text �e�g� TextTiling �����
Window passages are based upon a number of words�
One might expect discourse passages to be the most e�ective� because discourse boundaries organize

material by content� However� discourse passages also require more consistency from writers than do
semantic or window passages� If writers are sloppy or rushed� or if discourse boundaries are introduced
for visual presentation� then dividing documents by textual discourse boundaries may be inappropriate�
Discourse passages have been found to work well with highly structured and edited encyclopedia text ��
�
���� However� in experiments with the TIPSTER collection ���� which contains short� long� structured�
and news summary documents� discourse passages sometimes worked well and sometimes did not ��� ���
In spite of the intuitive appeal of passages� and in spite of the evidence in their favor� it remains

unclear how important they are and how to use them e�ectively� What is clear is that passages present
a system designer with a variety of challenging issues� ranging from how passages are de�ned� stored



and retrieved to how they are combined with other forms of evidence� There are many more passages
than documents� so in general they slow retrieval� How to use this source of evidence� and how to use it
e�ciently� are nontrivial problems�
This paper describes progress in adding passages to INQUERY� a probabilistic information retrieval

system based upon a Bayesian inference network model ���� 
�� Two types of passages� discourse and
window� are investigated� The issue of how best to use passage	level evidence� alone or in combination
with document	level evidence� is also addressed� Finally� the issue of e�ciently ranking passages is
discussed brie�y�
The work described in this paper di�ers from earlier work with INQUERY in which �paragraph	level�

constraints were expressed with a proximity operator ��� ��� The advantages of that approach were its
precision� e�ciency� and simplicity� The disadvantage was the all	or	nothing nature of the operator�
which restricted its use to simple constraints formed manually� In the work reported here� a complex
structured query can be applied to passages in exactly the same way it can be applied to documents�
The principal di�erence is the amount of text involved�

� Ranking Passages in INQUERY

Inference networks are an e�ective formalism for reasoning about multiple sources of uncertain evidence�
which makes them particularly suited for IR� Previous research showed that INQUERY�s performance� as
measured by precision and recall� generally improved with the amount of evidence available� This result
held for collections of short documents ����� a collection of large documents ���� and a heterogeneous
collection ����
INQUERY�s e�ectiveness at using multiple sources of evidence is consistent with the view of IR as

a task of retrieving structured documents� Multiple sources of evidence can be obtained by applying a
query to various levels of a document� or by applying di�erent queries to di�erent levels� This approach
requires adding to the query language operators that control the scope of a query or query fragment� In
the work reported here� the INQUERY query language was extended slightly� to include a new operator
that restricted the scope of its argument �a query or query fragment� to passages�
The implementation of a �passage scope operator required two restrictions on query formulation�

The restrictions were �� a slightly simpli�ed phrase model� and �� use of the synonym operator in place
of the probabilistic OR operator� These restrictions simpli�ed implementation� but are not inherent in
the approach taken�
Two experiments investigated whether these restrictions cause any improvements in document re	

trieval that might be attributed mistakenly to use of passage	level evidence� Both experiments used
complete and restricted query sets to retrieve documents from one volume of the TIPSTER collection
�about a gigabyte text�� TREC judgements were used to assess relevance� In both experiments� the
restrictions caused a small loss in the average precision of document retrieval ������ and ������� The
results suggest that relaxing these restrictions on query formulation would slightly improve the passage	
level results presented below�
If passages are viewed as evidence for document retrieval� it makes little sense to store the score or

rank of each passage in each document� The amount of memory required to do so for a collection like
TIPSTER would be extremely large� Instead� it is su�cient to record the contribution of its passages to
a document�s score� and then to discard them� No extra memory is required� Preliminary experiments
suggested that the best results could be obtained by recording only the contribution provided by a
document�s best passage� Others have found that adding the scores of several passages is e�ective ��� ����
but that was not the case in our experiments�
Ignorance of how best to divide documents into passages discouraged the use of special indices�

Instead� experiments were conducted by reading the usual document	level indices and dividing documents
into passages �on	the	�y� during retrieval� This approach requires only a very small index of discourse
boundaries� but does slightly increase the cost of retrieval�
Three di�erent approaches were taken to determining passage size and location� paragraphs� bounded

paragraphs� and �xed	length windows� Paragraphs were recognized by heuristic rules �e�g� by indenta	
tion�� Bounded paragraphs were paragraphs that were constrained to be greater than a minimum number
of words and less than a maximum number of words� The sizes of �xed	length windows were speci�ed as
query	language parameters� Each approach is described in more detail below�

��� Paragraph Passages

A series of experiments was conducted with INQUERY to test discourse passages in the TIPSTER col	
lection� The boundaries between paragraphs are not identi�ed explicitly in the TIPSTER collection� so
they were recognized automatically during indexing by a set of collection	speci�c heuristics� In prelim	
inary experiments� paragraph boundaries performed poorly on collections of short and medium length
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documents ����� Wall Street Journal�� long documents ��� megabytes of Federal Register�� and mixed
documents �a combination of ���� Wall Street Journal and �� megabytes of Federal Register��
Manual veri�cation of the heuristics revealed large variation in the sizes of paragraphs in the Wall

Street Journal and the Federal Register� Wall Street Journal paragraphs were sometimes just one sentence
long� and didn�t always correspond to a shift in content� Federal Register paragraphs ranged from one
line to thousands of words� and indicated more consistently a shift in content�

��� Bounded�Paragraph Passages

Bounded paragraphs were an attempt to solve the problems described above� The hypothesis was
that one can provide more consistent paragraphs by merging short paragraphs and by dividing large
paragraphs� A series of experiments suggested that � words be a minimum paragraph size and �
words be a maximum paragraph size� Each paragraph smaller than the minimum was merged into
the paragraph that followed it� In preliminary experiments with the ���� Wall Street Journal� Federal
Register� and combined collections described above� bounded paragraphs were more e�ective than �real�
paragraphs�
This approach was evaluated in an experiment with �� megabytes of TIPSTER volume � Federal

Register documents �Table ��� and on TIPSTER volumes � and � as as part of the UMass participation in
the TIPSTER project �Table ���� In these experiments� retrieval of documents based on their single best

�TIPSTER participants were evaluated on only the top ���� documents submitted for each query� so the results shown

are not directly comparable to the full�ranking results from other tables in this paper�



matching paragraph produced losses of ���� and ����� respectively� However� combining the document	
level and paragraph	level evidence produced ��� and 
��� improvements in average precision�
The results from the Federal Register experiment should be viewed with caution� because there were

very few relevant documents for each query� About half of the queries had just one relevant document�
The results are included here because they are counterintuitive� One might expect queries with so few
relevant documents to be unstable� but they were not� Instead� passage	level evidence had relatively little
impact�
It is unclear from these experiments why retrieval based upon the best bounded paragraph performed

so poorly with TIPSTER volumes � and �� Another experiment with the ���� Wall Street Journal
and �� megabytes of Federal Register �not included here� produced very similar results� One possibility
is that the length	based criteria used for merging and dividing paragraphs produced passages that did
not su�ciently organize text by content� An approach to reconstructing paragraphs based on semantic
considerations �e�g� TextTiling ���� might yield better results�

��� Window Passages

Discourse and semantic passages are based on the assumption that there is a single �good� organization
of the information in a document� The di�erence between the two approaches is whether the writer
is trusted to reveal that organization� However� what if there is no single division of a document into
passages that is appropriate for all queries�
Passages based on �xed	length windows appear initially to have even more problems� because they

impose a single division of text into passages� and because they are more likely to divide relevant text
among di�erent passages� However� both of these problems are solved easily�
The solution adopted for INQUERY was to begin the �rst passage in a document at the �rst term

matching the query� creating new passages of length n every n
�
words� For example� if the passage length

was � and the �rst matching term was at position ��� overlapping passages of � words would begin
at positions ��� ���� ���� ���� etc� The use of overlapping passages reduces the chance that a small block
of relevant text is split among two passages� it is similar in spirit to passage blurring �����
If passage locations vary from query to query� then the formulae used to determine the evidence

contributed by a term t to a document d cannot be used directly for passages� These formulae� shown
below� require the frequency of the most frequent term in each document �max tfd��

ntf td  �
 � �� �
log�tf td � ���

log �max tfd � ���
���

idf t  
log

�
docs in collection
docs containing t

�

log �docs in collection�
���

belief td  �
 � �� � ntf td � idf t ���

max tf is determined easily during indexing for each document� but cannot be determined during indexing
for passages whose locations depend upon queries� It is impractical to �nd the max tf of a passage at
runtime� so an alternative is required� The simplest solution is to use the max tf of the document�
However� better results are obtained when the term frequency of the passage �tf tp� is scaled by the
passage length� It is unclear why passage length� which is essentially constant for �xed	length windows�
should be preferable for ranking passages�
The window	based approach to passages was tested in experiments with four collections� The collec	

tions� and their characteristics� are shown below�

Avg Query Results
Name Size Documents Queries Length �Table�
TIPSTER Fed Reg 
�
 MB 
����� �� 
��
 �
West ��� MB ������ �
 ���� 

TIPSTER vol� � ��� GB ������ � 
��� �
NPL � MB ���
�� �� ��� �

The Federal Register experiment described in Section ��� found that passages based on bounded
paragraphs had little e�ect on document retrieval �Table ��� Prior to testing the e�ects of window
passages� a possible �aw in that earlier experiment� the small number of relevance judgements for several
queries� was corrected� A new set of �� queries was assembled� in which each query had at least �
relevant documents� This is a better methodology� but unfortunately makes the results obtained not
directly comparable to those in Table ��
Table � shows the results from the experiment with window passages and the revised set of Federal

Register queries� This experiment found that document retrieval based upon evidence from the single
best passage was ���� better than retrieval based upon evidence from the entire document� A weighted
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Table �� West collection� The passage size was ��� words�
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combination of document	level and passage	level evidence �D���W� yielded a ����� improvement� Sig	
ni�cant improvements were observed at virtually all recall levels� The heavy emphasis on passage	level
evidence was required due to the large disparity in the performance of document	level and passage	level
evidence� If the weighting were more moderate� for example D���W� the combination would have been
slightly worse than passage	level evidence alone�
A second experiment investigated the e�ect of window passages on a collection of legal documents

provided by the West Publishing Company� The West documents are almost four times longer than the
Federal Register documents� the queries are almost four times shorter� and the average precision from
document	level evidence relatively high ��������
The results were that document retrieval based upon evidence from the single best passage was ����

better than retrieval based upon evidence from the entire document �Table 
�� A weighted combination of
document	level and passage	level evidence �D���W� yielded a ���� improvement� Once again� signi�cant
improvements were seen at most recall levels�
A third experiment investigated the e�ect of window passages on TIPSTER volume �� a heterogeneous

collection of about �� documents� The TIPSTER documents range from � sentence to thousands of
words in length� and contain a varied vocabulary� The earlier experiment with TIPSTER volumes � and ��
described in Section ���� found passages based upon bounded paragraph to be detrimental by themselves�
and somewhat helpful when combined with document	level evidence �Table ��� The experiment with
window passages used a di�erent set of queries� a di�erent portion of the TIPSTER collection� and a
di�erent method of evaluation� so the results of the two experiments are indicative but not directly
comparable�
Table � shows the results from the experiment with window passages on TIPSTER volume �� This

experiment found that document retrieval based upon evidence from the single best passage was about
the same as retrieval based upon evidence from the entire document� Combining document	level and
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passage	level evidence yielded a ���� improvement� Signi�cant improvements were seen at almost every
level of recall for the combination retrieval�
The fourth and �nal experiment investigated the e�ect of long window passages on a collection of

very short documents� The goal was to determine whether use of window passages� with the slightly
di�erent method of calculating belief� had a negative e�ect on short documents� The NPL collection of
short physics abstracts was used for this fourth experiment�
One result was that the passage	level and document	level approaches to calculating belief yielded sim	

ilar results� although small di�erences were apparent at all recall levels �Table ��� However� combining the
results of the two approaches yielded a ���� increase in average precision� with signi�cant improvements
occurring at most recall levels� This result was unexpected� and bears further study� It may suggest
ways of improving INQUERY�s method of combining evidence� or it may mean that considering the same
evidence from two points of view� even if they are only slightly di�erent� yields some advantage�

����� Window Size

The four experiments described above were conducted with window sizes of � for Federal Register� �
for West� � for TIPSTER volume �� and � for NPL� These sizes were chosen to provide the best results
for each collection� However� they raise the question of whether there is a single �right� passage size�
Experiments were conducted with a wide variety of passage sizes for each collection� ranging from ��

words to �� words� Tables � and � show some of the results� Passages of ��	� words yielded the
best results� Performance was reasonably consistent in that range� If one had to choose a single size for
all collections� a window of � or �� words provides consistently good results�
Two experiments were conducted to determine the e�ects of combining the results of document	level

evidence with evidence from � passages of di�erent sizes� Both experiments yielded further improvements
of about ��� over all recall levels and in average precision� on the West collection� One can view this



Table �� E�ect of passage size on document retrieval� using only passage�level evidence� Values shown are ���point
average precision�

Size of Passage
Collection �� � �� � �� � �� � 
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Table 	� E�ect of passage size on document retrieval� using a combination of document and passage�level evidence
�D���P�� Values shown are ���point average precision�

Size of Passage
Collection �� � �� � �� � �� � 
 � �� �
FR ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �
��
West ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
 ���� ���
Tip� ��� ���� ���� 
� 
� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
NPL ���� ���
 ���� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

result as either diminishing returns or an indication that further improvements are possible� With careful
implementation� this improvement might come at little additional cost�

� Implementation and E�ciency

The original implementation of INQUERY repeatedly read from disk the complete inverted record for a
term� merged the evidence into its accumulating store of evidence for each document� and then discarded
the inverted list� This approach minimizes I!O� but requires increasing amounts of memory as a collection
grows� Treating passages like documents would require at least an order of magnitude more memory��

INQUERY now reads inverted lists in blocks� in parallel� computing a complete score for one document
before proceeding to the next� This approach is known to slow I!O ����� but scales well� and enables
optimizations that are impossible with the previous �term at a time� approach� Several commercial IR
vendors also use this technique��

The window	based approach to passages described above requires that a document be divided into
passages after the query is available� Many document passages contain few or no query terms� so it makes
little sense to evaluate the entire query once per passage� Instead� INQUERY assigns a default belief to
each passage� and then each query operator updates the belief of any passage for which it has evidence�
The result is a relatively fast ability to rank every passage in a document� The cost of ranking passages
for � queries on TIPSTER volume � is about ��� higher than the cost of ranking documents�
One can avoid ranking every passage by ranking every document and then ranking passages for only

those documents that exceed some threshold ��
�� However� this technique runs the risk of missing a
highly relevant passage in a long� mostly irrelevant document� One might expect this problem to become
more serious as document length increases�
The results of experiments with the Federal Register collection� described above �Table ��� were

examined to determine whether ranking passages only in the top	ranked documents would cause the
system to overlook some relevant documents� The hypothesis was that if the system were required to
retrieve n documents� it would be better to rank all documents by their best passages and then return
the top n documents than to rank all documents and then rerank the top n based on their best passages�
This collection was chosen because the documents are long and because passage	level evidence yielded
signi�cantly better results than document	level evidence �Table ��� There were �� queries� and ���
relevant documents ����� relevant documents per query� on average��
If the threshold n is �� documents� the approach based on ranking all passages �nds �� more relevant

documents� If the threshold is �� ranking all passages �nds �� more relevant documents� The di�erence
drops to � with a threshold of � documents� and 
 with a threshold of � documents� This result
suggests that ranking all documents and then reranking the top n by passages may cause relatively little
loss in recall� as long as n is large relative to the average number of relevant documents�

�Assuming �� passages per document� which is conservative for the TIPSTER and West collections�
�Personal communications�



� Conclusions

This paper describes experiments with paragraph	based and window	based methods of de�ning passages�
The experiments were conducted with three relatively homogeneous collections �Federal Register� West�
and NPL� and two relatively heterogeneous collections �TIPSTER volume �� and TIPSTER volumes �
and ���
The experiments were intended to help understand how passages should be de�ned� how they should

be ranked� and how they should be used in retrieval� Although the experiments raise new questions� some
general conclusions can be drawn from the results reported here�
Passages based upon paragraph boundaries were less e�ective than passages based upon overlapping

text windows of varying sizes� This result held for both document retrieval based on a single best passage�
and document retrieval based upon combining document	level and passage	level evidence� This result
may be due to inconsistent use of paragraphs by the authors of TIPSTER documents� or it may be that
there is no single division of documents into passages that is appropriate for all queries� It may also be
that paragraphs are too small� and that a larger unit of discourse �e�g� section or subsection� would yield
better results�
A slight variation of the formulae for ranking documents was e�ective for ranking passages� However�

it is not clear why scaling the term frequency in the passage �tfp� by a constant value should be more
e�ective than scaling it by the maximum term frequency in the document �max tfd�� Improvements
may also be possible by �nding an alternative to idf t that re�ects inverse passage frequency� Finally� the
improvement seen in the NPL experiment suggests that further improvements may also be possible in
the formulae for ranking documents�
Perhaps the clearest result of the experiments is that it was always best to combine document	level

evidence and passage	level evidence� This result con�rms some of the previous research on passages�
and also con�rms that the e�ectiveness of the inference network generally improves with the amount of
evidence available� The experiments leave open the question of how best to weight the di�erent sources
of evidence� and whether it is appropriate to conduct retrieval by gathering and combining evidence from
several levels of a document�s structure�
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